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WELCOME!
We’re so glad you’re here! We know that across the
state, young people are in positions of leadership in their
schools and communities, working within the same
system and towards similar goals regarding education,
youth voice and equity. However, we rarely have the
opportunity to meet and collaborate directly. We know that
strong youth voice, representation, and partnership is
necessary in order to create a Minnesota that empowers
ALL students. We hope that today is a day of learning,
support and inspiration. The goals of YELS 2019 are:

Connect. Engage. Support.
We want YOUR feedback today! Please complete an
evaluation after each workshop you attend, as well as an
overall evaluation for the day.
Workshop Evaluation Link: bit.ly/yelssession
YELS Event Evaluation Link: bit.ly/yelseval
Complete your evaluations and win prizes!
We will give away a $50 VISA gift card to two lucky
individuals that complete session evaluations, as well as
one $100 VISA gift card door prize for those that complete
the overall YELS event evaluation!
Enjoy the day!
In partnership,

YELS Schedule
8:30-9:30: Registration, Resource Fair
and Gutter Punk Coffee
(outside Auditorium)
9:30-10:30am: Keynote Speakers
(Auditorium)
Janaan Ahmed
Edie Weinstein
Maddy Fernands
10:30-10:45am: Transition
10:45-11:45am: Round 1 Workshops
11:45-1:00pm: Lunch
(Downstairs Lunchroom)
Breaking Bread Café
1:00- 2:00pm: Round 2 Workshops
2:00-2:15pm: Transition
2:15-3:15pm: Round 3 Workshops
3:15-3:30pm: Transition
3:30-4:00pm: Close Out (Auditorium)
4:00-5:00pm: Mixer with DJ Mickey Breeze,
Yumyum Brownies, StoryArk Podcasting
and PRIZES! (Gym Lobby)

YELS KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Janaan Ahmed: Advocacy, Leadership, and
Inevitable Change
Janaan is a leader both inside and outside of her
school community. Janaan works to empower
students to create the change they want to see in
their schools. Janaan is the student representative
on the Minneapolis Public Schools Board, has been
a member of the Minneapolis Youth Congress, sat
on the Beacons Leadership Team, and is one of the
students leading the campaign to
#ChangeTheName of Patrick Henry High School.
Edie Weinstein: Connecting with People
Affected by Dementia
Edie lives in St. Paul and is a sophomore at
Visitation High School. She wrote the Book
Grandpa and Lucy: A Story About Love and
Dementia for a Girl Scout Silver Award project when
she was 14 years old. When Edie reads the book,
people better understand ways to communicate with
those with dementia. Edie’s book has sold over
1200 copies. Edie loves creating; she enjoys writing
short and long stories, poetry, and even school
essays.
Maddy Fernands: How Youth Can Lead the
Climate Justice Movement
Maddy is a Sophomore at Edina High School and is
the National Press Director for the March 15th US
Youth Climate Strike that mobilized students across
the nation. She is involved in many climate
justice organizations, including MN Can’t Wait,
Youth Environmental Activists of MN, and Sunrise.
Whether it is watching C-Span in math class or
participating in complex debates over policy, she
has always been very involved and interested in
politics and the press.
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ROUND 1 SESSIONS
(10:45-11:45am)

Advocacy, Leadership and Inevitable Change, presented by Janaan
Ahmed (Room 150)
#Changethename! is an initiative led by students at Patrick Henry High
School to change the name of the school. This issue affects both
students and adults alike as they become aware of untold perspectives.
The movement works to dismantle racism and increase student
representation in positions of power. More broadly, this session will
empower students and adults to fight for a greater cause in education.
When representation is prioritized and voices heard, social change is
inevitable.
Creating a Foundation of Student Representation, presented by the
Dilworth-Glyndon-Felton House of Students (Room 148)
Presenters will share how they established a student government in their
school. They will discuss the factors that inspired them to action, what
they hope to accomplish, and how they believe other schools would
benefit from hearing their story.
Privilege Walk, presented by Zayda Townsend and Brooklynn Hill
(Gym Lobby)
The first half of this workshop consists of a 30 minute group privilege
walk. This exercise will help the audience visualize and understand
privilege as it shows up amongst their peers. The second half consists of
a breakdown and discussion of the experience.
Change to Chill, presented by Hopkins High School Change to Chill
students (Room 151)
Join this workshop to learn about a free, web-based program offered by
Allina Health – Change to Chill! Change to Chill is an award winning,
mental well-being program aimed at helping teens become more aware of
the things that stress them out and equipping them with relevant tools and
resources to better manage stress and anxiety, so they can live happier,
more resilient lives through an interactive website tailored to both teens
and the adults who work with them.
Creating a Space for Civil Dialogue: presented by Minnesota Youth
Council members Erickson and Harita (Room 169/170)
This session will dive into a discussion of civil dialogue’s importance and
necessity for a productive educational atmosphere. Audience
members will learn skills to actively foster civil dialogues at their schools,
and will be encouraged to share their relevant experiences with the
group. Students will then be able put their newfound skills into practice
with a group activity in practicing civil dialogue with their peers.
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ROUND 1 SESSIONS
(10:45-11:45am)

Do’s & Don’ts: Addressing Mental Health, presented by Minnesota
Youth Council members Juwaria, Amy, and Zamzam (Room 123)
Minnesota Youth Council members will provide resources that best fit with
students needs across the state of Minnesota. Presenters will introduce
and facilitate the Adverse Childhood Experiences test (ACEs). This test is
used to measure traumatic experiences that shape a person’s character.
Participants will then analyze the results from their test and what they
mean. Presenters will share helpful trauma resources that are easily
accessible to students, and discuss how to approach at-risk students.
The Impact of the PSEO Program, presented by People for PSEO
(Room 168)
Students present the history of the PSEO (Post-Secondary Enrollment)
program and the impact of the PSEO program on MN
communities. Speakers will discuss their nonprofit organization, People
for PSEO, and the problems they are trying to solve regarding PSEO
student disenfranchisement. Listeners will learn how to decide whether
the PSEO program is right for them or their students. Throughout the
presentation/workshop, attendees will have the opportunity to meet, get
to know, and ask questions of current PSEO students.
Prevalence of Vaping in High School, presented by the Hopkins
Wellness Committee (Room 127)
Over the past few years, vaping has become a persisting phenomenon
amongst high schoolers. This discussion analyzes why Student Wellness
decided to tackle vaping in high school populations. Presenters will look
at the impacts of vaping, the actions they took to combat the practice, and
the impacts it still has today. Parents and teachers should be
knowledgeable about vaping because of how it can be done easily and
discreetly around them without them noticing.
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ROUND 2 SESSIONS
(1:00-2:00pm)

Connecting with People Affected by Dementia, presented by Edie
Weinstein (Room 150)
In 2015, Edie Weinstein wrote and led a team to illustrate a children's
book entitled "Grandpa and Lucy: A Story about Love and Dementia"
which incorporated curriculum from a Dementia Friends training to create
a kid-friendly tool for teaching about dementia. In this session, Edie will
use "Grandpa and Lucy" as a starting point to introduce basic concepts
and skills, then develop these ideas through activities and discussion.
Edie will also share her story of how creating the book has enabled her to
connect with people of all ages and encourages participants to join in this
effort.
Youth Participatory Action Research (YPAR), presented by Edison
and Patrick Henry BEACONS (Room 169/170)
A group of young people from the YMCA Beacons program is doing a
Youth Participatory Action Research on mental health issues in school.
Through this project they hope to bring awareness to mental health issues
in Minnesota schools and community. In this presentation, leaders will talk
with other young people about the mental health services in their schools
and how their schools can better support them. The information gathered
from their discussion will be used to later inform the group’s future work.
They will talk about the other steps in our project (surveys, focus groups,
etc.) and discuss how other students from other schools can be involved
in the project.
What’s Your Story?, presented by StoryArk (Room 127)
Student head writers from the narrative podcasts HUSH, Broad Spectrum
and Carnation will explain the power of storytelling to break down barriers,
promote understanding, and nurture empathy. Stories are a gateway to
authentic communication, and podcasting is an especially powerful
vehicle in which to amplify student voice. The head writers will provide a
demonstration of the steps towards podcasting and detail how to go from
script to final audio. Participants will determine a topic and record their
own audio mini episode for a podcast together as a group. This mini
episode will then be uploaded onto the StoryArk Network podcast and
app to be heard by the general public as recorded live at the Youth
Educational Leadership Summit.
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ROUND 2 SESSIONS
(1:00-2:00pm)

How to Fight Against Gun Violence, presented by Students Demand
Action (Room 157)
Students Demand Action seeks to increase understanding of the multiple
intersections of gun violence; and how young people’s ability come
together to end gun violence is critical to creating a safer
environment for all. The presentation addresses the impacts of gun
violence within communities and what current policies are in the works of
being passed. Attendees will be engaged through discussion and writing
on their thoughts and feelings. There will be a large focus on what you
can do to aid in common sense gun legislation.
Students on School Boards, presented by Minnesota Youth Council
members Fatima and Shreya (Room 148)
Student advocacy within our own school systems by having direct
representation is very important. Often, policies in schools are made at
the sole discretion of adult with no input from the students who are impacted by those policies. Learning how to engage the school board
directly will ensure that democracy prospers in schools and education is
shaped in a way that most benefits students! Shreya and Fatima will talk
about their own experiences with trying to get a student representative on
their respective school boards. They will give a rundown of the specific
steps they took to meet with their school boards and keep them engaged
and interested in their initiatives. They will discuss why student
representation on school boards is important pertaining to direct
representation and the way policies are impacted when they reflect the
student perspective. Lastly, they will provide a "guide" for students to take
action in their own districts to get a student on their school board.
Arts for Social Change, presented by the Asian Media Access
Youth Team (Room 167)
The Asian Media Access Youth Team will demonstrate how to use
electronic art as a form of artistic expression, and how to use the arts to
advance social changes. Their performance piece, "TRUE AMERICAN
SPIRIT - the Immigrant," is a multimedia display that uses LED lights
which react to the song "The Immigrant" by Neil Sedaka. Their display
showcases America as an immigrant country, and portrays the early
pioneer experience to recent struggles and happiness for immigrants in
America.
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ROUND 2 SESSIONS
(1:00-2:00pm)

SOS (Students Offering Support): Building Protective Factors &
SEL through Service-Learning, presented by REACH Mentoring
(Room 128)
Workshop leaders will dig deep into Youth & Adult Partnerships through
service-learning methodology. Young people and adults can make
systemic changes together for better results. Attendees will learn about
the tools, methods, and ideas to build partnerships among
stakeholders. Participants are expected to analyze real-life scenarios
and engage in problem-solving activities.
Do’s & Don’ts: Addressing Mental Health, presented by Minnesota
Youth Council members Juwaria, Amy, and Zamzam (Room 123)
Minnesota Youth Council members will provide resources that best fit with
students needs across the state of Minnesota. Presenters will introduce
and facilitate the Adverse Childhood Experiences test (ACEs). This test is
used to measure traumatic experiences that shape a person’s character.
Participants will then analyze the results from their test and what they
mean. Presenters will share helpful trauma resources that are easily
accessible to students, and discuss how to approach at-risk students.
Change to Chill, presented by Hopkins High School Change to
Chill students (Room 151)
Join this workshop to learn about a free, web-based program offered by
Allina Health – Change to Chill! Change to Chill is an award winning,
mental well-being program aimed at helping teens become more aware of
the things that stress them out and equipping them with relevant tools and
resources to better manage stress and anxiety, so they can live happier,
more resilient lives through an interactive website tailored to both teens
and the adults who work with them.
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ROUND 3 SESSIONS
(2:15-3:15pm)

How Youth Can Lead the Climate Justice Movement, presented by
Maddy Fernands and MN Can’t Wait (Room 150)
Presentation facilitators will talk about the young leaders of the
environmental movement, such as Greta Thunberg, and their group,
Minnesota Can’t Wait. They will discuss all the approaches that they and
their peers are taking grow to climate activism. Audience members will
learn about the organizational group dynamic and structure, as well as
how they efficiently and effectively take climate action -- utilizing a 3pronged approach towards each branch of government.
Effectively Organizing for Change, presented by Eleanor Dolan &
Indivisible Students (Room 123)
This presentation will discuss effective strategies for getting heard by your
representatives and elected officials such as a media presence and
specific demands. The presentation will also provide tips for getting a
student presence at events you plan at your school or in your
community. The discussion will be non-partisan and an opportunity for all
students to learn how to make their voices heard.
Making an Impact, One Scene at a Time, presented by the Little Falls
Student Improv Troupe (Room 167)
Through active group engagement, learn how a Student Improv Troupe
can make an impact in your school and community around important
social issues, such as drug use, bullying, suicide, mental health, and
building healthy relationships. The Little Falls Student Improv Troupe uses
improv-style scenes to initiate conversations around difficult topics to bring
awareness, understanding, acceptance, and solutions to classrooms and
community presentations. Several members of the troupe will perform
scenes, engage the audience in conversation about social issues, and
share how the troupe has been used to impact its school and community.
Bill Bootcamp, presented by Minnesota Youth Council members
Raina and Mimi (Room 125)
Students will have the opportunity to walk through the process a bill goes
through before becoming a law. Attendees will learn how
committees function, the voting processes of the House and Senate, how
authors create a bill, and how they can influence the process through
testifying if they want their voice to be heard on a certain matters.
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ROUND 2 SESSIONS
(2:15-3:15pm)

SOS (Students Offering Support): Building Protective Factors & SEL
through Service-Learning, presented by REACH Mentoring
(Room 128)
Workshop leaders will dig deep into Youth & Adult Partnerships through
service-learning methodology. Young people and adults can make
systemic changes together for better results. Attendees will learn about
the tools, methods, and ideas to build partnerships among
stakeholders. Participants are expected to analyze real-life scenarios
and engage in problem-solving activities.
Royals United Mental Health Awareness Campaign, presented by
Hopkins High School Royals United students (Room 148)
The workshop will include a screening of a 3-4 minute trailer of the Royals
United mental health awareness video, featuring Hopkins High School
students and staff volunteers, followed by a presentation and
Q and A. Topics addressed in the presentation may include depression,
anxiety, stigma around mental health, effective peer and faculty support,
and an overview of the campaign as a whole. The primary focus of the
session will be a Q & A-style discussion about mental health.
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ROUND 3 SESSIONS
(2:15-3:15pm)

How Classroom Racism Affects Us, presented by Zayda Townsend
and Brooklynn Hill (Room 151)
This workshop will highlight the experiences of students that have
experienced racism or prejudice and explore how it impacted their school
performance and engagement. Even small experiences can permanently
affect a student in their performance in school and everyday life. The
session will include both story-telling and group discussion. Participants
should be prepared to share their experiences.
The Impact of the PSEO Program, presented by People for PSEO
(Room 168)
Students present the history of the PSEO (Post-Secondary Enrollment)
program and the impact of the PSEO program on MN
communities. Speakers will discuss their nonprofit organization, People
for PSEO, and the problems they are trying to solve regarding PSEO
student disenfranchisement. Listeners will learn how to decide whether
the PSEO program is right for them or their students. Throughout the
presentation/workshop, attendees will have the opportunity to meet, get to
know, and ask questions of current PSEO students.
Prevalence of Vaping in High School, presented by the Hopkins
Wellness Committee (Room 127)
Over the past few years, vaping has become a persisting phenomenon
amongst high schoolers. This discussion analyzes why Student Wellness
decided to tackle vaping in high school populations. Presenters will look
at the impacts of vaping, the actions they took to combat the practice, and
the impacts it still has today. Parents and teachers should be
knowledgeable about vaping because of how it can be done easily and
discreetly around them without them noticing.

YELS VENDORS
Gutter Punk Coffee is a non-profit that employs
youth experiencing homelessness who want to exit
street life. We employ youth who identify as, but are
not limited to: couch-hoppers/couch-surfers,
unstably housed, gutter punk, transient, highlymobile or street-involved. Gutter Punk is a mobile
coffee cart and roaster that serves as a vehicle to
provide employment training to youth experiencing
homelessness.
Breaking Bread Café offers fresh and
flavorful global comfort foods. It is a program of
Appetite For Change, a community-based nonprofit
using food as a tool to build health, wealth and
social change. Appetite For Change envisions
sustainable, local food systems, created and led by
thriving, socially connected families and
communities. Through employment and leadership
development, youth and adults are able to be
engaged as agents of change in the broader
community.
DJ Mickey Breeze is a 17-year old and student at
High School for Recording Arts. Breeze’s sets
include everything from hip hop to EDM, from R&B
to lo-fi beats, and as a musician himself he likes to
work in his own edits, remixes and original
productions. Breeze has had high profile gigs as a
DJ, including playing at the SXSW music festival,
the Twin Cities Pride Festival (for his third year), the
Tostitos Cantina Bowl during the Super Bowl LII
festivities, Twin Cities Dilla Days, the St. Paul
Winter Carnival, and the 50 Years of Ebony
Fashion Fair.
Yumyum Brownies is a business venture
started in 2015 by 18-year old Frogtown resident
Jerilyn Sheppheard. Jerilyn’s passion for baking
turned into a youth-run, multi-person enterprise that
specializes in brownie treats. Since its
founding, Yumyum Brownies has been featured on
the Pioneer Press website and Citypages.com. This
is Yumyum’s first time catering at a major event!

Learn more about today’s presenters!
Full bios for all of today’s presenting individuals and groups
can be found on our website at
mnyouth.net/yels/yels-2019-presenters/

The views and opinions being shared at the event today are
those of the presenters, not those of the Minnesota Youth
Council, Minnesota Alliance With Youth, or our sponsors.
Learn more about the Minnesota Youth Council and
Minnesota Alliance With Youth at www.mnyouth.net.

Instagram: @mnyouthcouncil

Instagram: @mnyouth

Twitter: @mnyouthcouncil

Twitter: @mnyouth

Thanks to our partners at Public
Allies for all of their support!

Special shout-out to MYC alum
Alyssa DeGrand for designing our
fabulous YELS logo!

YELS 2019 is made possible through the generous
financial support of:

